sp3 fixes list.txt
Key
Summary
--------TD-17051
Message box are not sizing correctly
TD-17487
MessageBox with Yes/No/Cancel buttons: In 4.2/5.2 holding down
the N key worked to cycle through multiple msg. boxes. As of v6.0 now need to
click N each time
TD-18248
IDE ACA Active Coding Assistant: Cut/Paste of one or more
constants breaks ACA 'List Members' and now constants no longer listed as
members
TD-18249
IDE ACA Active Coding Assistant: ActiveX and Custom Control do
not list members
TD-18328
TBL_Flag_GrayedHeaders = FALSE no longer has its desired effect
TD-19446
Request to be able to set the width of the list portion on combo
box columns
TD-19649
IDE crash while debuging
TD-19821
Report created as pdf is causing header to overlap with data
TD-19837
SAM_Validate has few issues on grid cells
TD-20251
ACTIVEX in TABBAR; Keyboard Tabbing not Showing cursor in AX
edit controls
TD-20515
In an MDI, if it has a menu and a named toolbar, there is a
small painting issue with the toolbar
TD-20531
Cursor goes missing after editing RTC when font Century Gothic
is used
TD-20532
When printing to a PDF, it produces unnecessary spacing
TD-20533
When data from RTC is saved to the db and retrieved, extra CR
are added
TD-20534
When trying to edit the properties of an RTF control in qrp,
report builder crashes
TD-20537
SalGridSetSummaryColumnLabel() crashes an application when
calling repeatedly
TD-20538
When Century Gothic font is used printing to PDF display funny
characters
TD-20568
When an application runs in a loop, there is no way to stop the
execution
TD-20595
If the grid is grouped by a column and the group is collaped,
summary becomes 0
TD-20607
Changing checkbox column justification in a grid makes TD crash
TD-20655
SalTreeSetItemImageFromResource leaks memory
TD-20657
SalGridDataExportEx() as CSV using non locale UNICODE char would
not work
TD-20667
eDrawings 2014 crash on SAM_Destroy
TD-20672
Dev environment crashes after closing a tab form preview
TD-20681
Toolbar cannot be resized at runtime though resize attribute is
set to true
TD-20687
SalCenterWindow() does not work when called in XBAP Browser mode
TD-20699
cQuickReport.DesignReport does not dispaly conditional formulas
TD-20700
Menu item does not get selected if the mouse is pointed at a
particualr location
TD-20703
When grid has multiline field, enter takes the user to the next
line within the multiline field
TD-20726
IBM iSeries v7r1 DB2 ODBC no result set fetching date/time from
bind where clause
TD-20733
MDI child does not receive WM_SYSCOMMAND
TD-20734
Memory and GDI leak only on XP
TD-20738
Multiline edit column accepts only 16K max length
TD-20741
Message box created from a MDI stays always on top of all other
applications loaded
TD-20744
ACA TD .NET and external assemblies not showing all methods of
imported AXL System.Xml
TD-20756
File cannot be dropped on a picture control on a toolbar
TD-20759
Expressions window doesn't evaluate class functions
TD-20777
Using SalHideWindow on a datafield in a dialog (not a form)
triggers a paint message on all screen objects on desktop
TD-20802
There is a performance hit when entering data if the MDI has
many child forms and many input fields
TD-20821
Radio button state wrong on XP and 7 only when using TD XP THEME
TD-20836
Displaying a message seems to move the context row to the last
row selected
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TD-20839
Wrong width of the image in PDF file
TD-20844
Buffer too short issue in sqlodb32 versus OLEDB
TD-20845
Repeating x axis values causing problem with the graph
TD-20849
Some PDF files created with TD6.2 cannot be printed on a MAC
TD-20852
Crash with SalSetTooltip when Text > 1023
TD-20853
SalReportPrintToFile() HANDLE / GDI LEAK
TD-20860
Login error when SYBASE user AND/OR password contains Swedish
valid CP850 chars
TD-20862
Tree tooltip misplaced and tooltip doesn't change if you move
the mouse over another tree item
TD-20865
Pushbutton on toolbar with ""Keyboard Accelerator: Enter"" is
clicked from a multiline datafield
TD-20868
In a grid if alternate rows are coloured using
SalGridSetAltRowBackColors, it is not possible to reset the colour
TD-20871
SAM_Close no longer received in DYNALIB in a specific scenario.
TD-20879
SalTabEnablePage() hangs around 20% CPU usage at runtime .EXE or
APD, not when ran in the IDE
TD-20890
WPF Desktop and Browser crash when pressing the ""Alt"" key when
using the Ribbon Bar
TD-20891
Creating a PDF prints images incorrectly
TD-20892
A PDF file size is much larger with TD6.2 than with TD6.1
TD-20900
.NET ORACLE store procedure call fails
TD-20905
DATE/TIME picker bad button alignment to parent in specific
scenario
TD-20907
SalTblSetFocusCell() sends SAM_AnyEdit to the column
TD-20908
ACA failing to resolve symbols in specific scenario
TD-20911
Scrollbar not working properly with resizing with hidden objects
in a Form-Windows that has been created as Child-Windows
TD-20914
SalMail read receipt not working
TD-20915
TabBar theme ""Whidbey"" different header color
TD-20917
MTable breaks: Internal message WM_USER + 108 no longer sent
TD-20920
VTM_LeftDoubleClick wrongly sent when clicking on edit controls
TD-20925
Modeless dialog when included from a dynalib has number of
issues
TD-20926
Context menu created using Windows API stays on even after a
modal dialog is displayed
TD-20928
Quick Graph Crash in specific condition due to Null reference
exception
TD-20932
Size of Dialog and Form with tab not the same as in IDE layout
for specific TD theme and OS
TD-20938
IDE: debugging returning incorrect function values
TD-20940
FOCUS issue in specific scenario
TD-20941
Grid Column validation error
TD-20943
SalTabAttachWindow does not work if the window attached to the
tab has accessory enabled
TD-20952
TREE tooltip selected item without tooltip will show the
previously selected item that has tooltip
TD-20958
Reports with multiple column in the detail block crashes when
previewed within the report builder
TD-20960
Double clicking caption bar of MDI child window set to
maximize='no' would maximize the window
TD-20966
SqlPLSQLCommand and SqlOraPLSQLPrepare fail in .Net mode
TD-20967
VT.APL cCalendar acting buggy when GetFocusDate and SetFocusDate
functions are called
TD-20969
Application crashes when there are multiple frames and group
boxes in a form
TD-20970
SAM_AnyEdit is generated incorrectly in the table window column
TD-21011
Pushbutton in a tab with ""Keyboard Accelerator: Enter"" is
clicked from a multiline datafield
TD-21014
SalEditPaste( ) crashes when called in WPF mode
TD-21018
SalMessageBox only displays OK button irrespective of the value
used in the third parameter
TD-21019
Multiline edit controls in TAB PAGE would not show mouse caret
TD-21020
SAM_AnyEdit is generated unnecessarily in table window column
TD-21022
The colour of the drop down column in a selected row of the grid
is turning to a different colour
TD-21023
SqlOraPLSQLExecute passing varchar2 of size >16000 no data
received and >=32000 crash TD.
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TD-21027
SAM_AnyEdit and inputmask (999) causing issues
TD-21031
GAIL issues with number and regional settings consuming simple
.NET assembly
TD-21032
Repeating items in a loop iterating all children of a parent
form with Quick Tabs
TD-21038
SalMail IMAP: Deleting email issue
TD-21039
SalMail IMAP: GetEnvelope only working the first time and
salMail issue in IDE
TD-21040
SalMail POP3: Deleting email issue return 1 on success it should
return 0
TD-21048
App crashes when an item is dragged from a outline list box
control to another
TD-21053
No SAM messages are sent when the mouse pointer is over a
non-editable grid cell
TD-21056
Report preview bad rendering in RDP
TD-21065
FitInWindowView is causing overlap of text in the view
TD-21067
Printing report from an ActiveX control has overlapping issue
TD-21075
Top-level Window is NOT Centered Over MDI Parent Window
TD-21076
TabBar & form dynamic font size
TD-21078
.NET crash calling static constructor ( System.Guid) due to bad
IL generation
TD-21079
Vertical scroll does not scroll to the very bottom in a form
window
TD-21080
Tree tooltip misplaced and tooltip doesn't change if you move
the mouse over another tree item
TD-21092
When grid has popup edit column and enter is pressed while
entering in the popup edit, it should go to the next line
TD-21104
Having a quick graph control on the toolbar makes TD crash
TD-21106
.Net TD app stores empty strings instead of nulls into SQLServer
tables
TD-21107
Tooltip misplaced in forms
TD-21108
Report menu accelerator keys do not work
TD-21113
Report builder QRP preview crash in a specific scenario
TD-21132
Message box not sizing correctly
TD-21141
SalReportPrintToFile: printing error of pictures to file by
using RTF file format
TD-21152
Timestamp is getting truncated in WPF mode
TD-21154
Columns with property Allow Text Edit set to No gets cleared
when tabbed away
TD-21157
Sort does not work on tables
TD-21158
When the grid has hidden columns, the scroll bar does not scroll
properly
TD-21159
The sort tooltip of the column are often incorrect when there
are hidden columns
TD-21160
SAM_RowValidate generates unwanted SAM_Click messages on grid
TD-21161
Column SAM_Validate is delayed and generated after
SAM_RowValidate in a grid on a checkbox column when it is the last column and
when the mouse is used to navigate
TD-21162
Checkbox column in a grid always generate SAM_Validate message
even when the value has not changed
TD-21167
SAM_RowValidate is generated twice when arrow key is used to
move from one row to another
TD-21169
Report builder automation: field created dynamically are
incorrectly surrounded by quote
TD-21171
Size of PDF file using SalReportPrintToFileEx() is far too large
TD-21172
Data missing in the printout comparing to print preview
TD-21175
SAM_Validate generates unwanted SAM_Click messages on grid
TD-21177
When checkbox column is the last column in the grid and you TAB
out of the checkbox column, SAM_Validate is not generated
TD-21183
SqlOraPLSQLPrepare and Execute fails with SqlConnectDotNet
TD-21191
The drop down shows text in different colour
TD-21198
The Combo box on a dialog profuis error ""*.*""
TD-21200
Incorrect Chart Legend
TD-21203
DIALOG BOX focus issue
TD-21222
SqlOraPLSQLExecute silent exit without error from database if
data too large
TD-21225
SAM message for ctrl-f4 is not sent when the mouse pointer is
over a non-editable grid cell
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TD-21227
The font changes and does not look right on Windows 7 and XP
TD-21236
Toolbar customization option screen only shows 1/2 the title
lines
TD-21275
PDF rendering issue with new PDFNet.DLL
TD-21290
Missing data in printout compared to print preview
TD-21306
Different text formatting in activex control and preview
TD-21307
Rich text placed in break group footer overlaps the page header
TD-21310
Rich text placed in report footer overlaps the page header
TD-21312
RTF text as input variable will not be passed to the report
builder
TD-21322
Outline corruptions when editing large statements
TD-21323
The system icons enlarges when scaling is set to greater than
100 with windows standard theme
TD-21326
When an attachment is sent via MailSend to an email with domain
other than the sender, it gets renamed
TD-21334
TD crashes when ActiveX Explorer is used to generate the apl
library for GDI Picture
TD-21338
Pasting Japanese character into a data field results in an extra
space at the end
TD-21408
CLONE - Grid drop down cannot be closed
TD-21418
Team Developer Crash in binding of type varchar2 to Gupta Long
strings
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